Checklist: Summer Essentials: Packing for Vacation
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For Girls: Write quantities next to each item, then hand the list to your daughter. Remind her to choose items that
coordinate and that work for more than one purpose, such as a T-shirt that doubles as a beach cover-up. Finalize real
estate or rental needs.

□□T- Shirts
□□Shorts
□□Skirts
□□Pants
□□Long-Sleeved Shirts
□□Sweaters
□□Dresses
□□Jackets
□□Swimsuits
□□Pajamas
□□good
Underwear and Socks You’ll need a pair of underwear and socks for every day of your trip, and it’s always a
idea to pack a few extras.
□□dress.
Shoes In addition to flip-flops and sneakers, bring a pair of sandals or nice shoes that you can wear with your

For boys: Write quantities below each item, and then hand the list to your son. Encourage him to choose tops and
bottoms that he can wear with more than one outfit, such as khaki pants, which go with almost any shirt.

□□T- Shirts
□□Shorts
□□Long-Sleeved Shirts
□□Sweaters
□□Pants Add a belt if you need one.
□□Dress Shirts
□□Dress Pants
□□Jackets
□□Swimsuits
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□□Pajamas
□□good
Underwear and Socks You’ll need a pair of underwear and socks for every day of your trip, and it’s always a
idea to pack a few extras.
□□Shoes Bring some sneakers or sandals to wear during the day. Pack two pairs if you can, in case one gets wet.
Everyday Necessities: Kids should review their morning and evening routines, and pack the items they use regularly.

□□Soap
□□Shampoo and Conditioner
□□Toothbrush and Toothpaste
□□Sunscreen
□□Plastic Bags in case of leaks
□□Brush or Comb
□□Hair Ties and Clips
□□Hat
□□Sunglasses

For fun: To help travel time pass more quickly, each kid can fill a small knapsack or tote bag (to carry along in the car
or plane) with favorite diversions.

□□iPod or other MP3 player
□□Headphones
□□Games
□□Book or eReader
□□Flashlight or Book Light for reading after dark without disturbing the driver.
□□Stuffed Animals
□□Snacks
□□highlighted),
Martha Stewart Car Travel Kit: plastic container, Martha Stewart assorted stickers, bingo template, map (route
Martha Stewart glue stick, colored pencils, crayons, markers, coloring book, educational book,
Martha Stewart paper, bead necklace kit, Martha Stewart summer journal.
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